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Basic information

Programme

title:

Programme

Areas: PA 18: Asylum

Home Affairs
and Migration
PA20: International Police Cooperation and Combating Crime
PA23 : Disaster Prevention and Preparedness

Area(s)ofsupport:

PA18
National systems for asylum and migration management, including
voluntary return
Sertices to help asylum seekers to exercise their basic rights
PA 20

Cooperation between national and international

law

enforcement

authorities
Efficiency of cooperation between law enforcement authorities in fighting
organized crime
Cooperation between authorities and relevant stakeholders (NGOs,
gene ral public, rulne rab I e groups )
Combating lransnational crime, including cybercrime, traficking and
smuggling of human beings and itinerant criminal groups
Combating hate crime and violent extremism
Combating domestic and gender-based violence
Combating economic crime, money laundering and corruption
Effectiveness of the police system and its performance
PA 23
Risk and vulnerability competence and capacity

Prevention and reduction of existing and new risl<s and vulnerability
Disaster and crisis risk resilience

Special concerns in
the MoU:

a

a

No more than 60 per cent of the total eligible expenditure of the programme
shall be allocatedfor infraslructure (hard measures).
This programme shall contribute to the improvement of the situation for the
Roma population and shall contribute towards the target set in section 2
"Specific Concerns" l0'% of the budget.
In developing the concept note and during the implementation of the
programme, the Programme Operator (PO) shall seek to ensure synergies
wilh the programme Juslice in order to stengthen the justice chain, inter alia
regarding access to justice, good governance, gender based violence and
trfficking in human beings.
Synergies between the Programme Areas within this programme shall be
explored during the concept note phase and implementation of the
progrdmme.
The projects shall enhance the interaction and
authorities and organisdtions.

ra tt o

relevant
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Programme
Grant:

Total

e 28,,235,294

Norway

€ 24,000,000

Grants

Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA)

Programme
Operator:

Donor Programme Norwegian Ministry of Justice (NMoJ)
Partner(s):

National Police Directorate (POD)
Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB)
Norwegian Directorate for Immigration (UDI)

Other

Council of Europe

Programme
Partner(s):

(CoE) International Partner Organization (IPO)

Summarv of the Drosramme
The programme consists of three programme areas, including five predefined projects and three open
calls with following budgets, modalities and main activities:

1.

PA18 - Asvlum and Misration with a bud get of€5,882,353 with one predefined project and one
open call. The main activities under this PA will be to

a.

Establish two contingency reception centers

for migrants with a capacity of

1000

migrants,

b.
c.
2.

P A20

Improve the quality and capacity in two reception centers for asylum seekers,
Improve the knowledge through training
country of origin information.

of

1617 officials in asylum related matters, as

- International police cooperation and combating crime with a bud get of €11,764,706

with two predefined projects. The main activities under this PA will be to:

a.

Deploy 30 Romanian police officers to Norway to support investigation of cross-border
crimes,

b.

Modemize the national fingerprinting system to increase its capacity and act in line with
EU regulations,

c.

Establish a specialized unit within the police to combat hate crime and enhance the
knowledge in this area within the police by training 600 police officers

d.

Establish a specialized unit within the police to combat economic crimes and train 400
police officers in this area

3. PA23 -

Disaster Drevention and

D re naredness

with a budget of €10,000,000 with two

predefined projects and two open calls. The main activities under this PA will be to:

a.
b.

Enhance the capacity and competences by improving the training facilities,

Train a total of790 officers in emergencies, search and rescue and nuclear security

Programme i ustification and description
As reported by Europol, the South Eastem region of Europe has seen an expansion of criminal activity in
alkan
recent years, as a result of increased trafficking via the Black Sea, pro liferation of num
vla
routes for illicit commodities to and from the EU, and a significant increase in illegal
tra
to
Greece. These developments in the region have contributed to a Balkan axis for
s
consisting of the Westem Balkans and South East Europe. Criminal groups in this re
garia
possible
Bul
accessi
in
the
expand their interests in the EU, and may exploit opportunities
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Romania to the Schengen Zone, and recent and prospective EU visa exemptions for Western Balkan
states, the Ukraine and Moldova.
The overall needs related to the home affairs area in Romania are described in lhe "Romanian Nalional
Strategt on Public Order and Safety 2015-2020". The shategy highlights the following six general
objectives:

.
o
o
r
.
r

Preventing and combating organized, cross-border crime, and terrorism;
Preventing and combating the macro-crime, particularly economic and financial crime and
corruption;
Increasing the safety and protection ofcitizens;
Increasing the security ofindividuals and legal entities and the state entities in cyberspace;
Strengthening the state border and managernent of illegal migration, asylum and integration of
foreigners' issues;
Developing administrative and operational capacity of the structures with powers for public order
and safety.

The programme addresses three separate programme areas: Intemational Police Cooperation and
Combatting Crime (PA20), Asylum and Migration (PAl8) and Disaster Prevention and Preparedness
(PA23), which combined address several of the topics raised in the strategy. Although these progtamme
areas are not strongly interlinked, and the programme consists of measures that might seem diverse and
lack an overarching objective, all the programme areas are crucial elements within a well-functioning
home affairs area. The three areas are all under the responsibility of the Romanian Ministry of Internal
Affairs (MoIA). The main priority of the programme is Police Cooperation within this area, as the
challenges, identified needs and priorities can be best addressed.

Although Romania receives funds from other intemational sources, mainly through the EU's Internal
Security Fund (ISF) and Asylum, Migration and lntegration Fund (AMIF), there are still substantial gaps
in funding for the needs in the home affairs area that need to be filled to secure the well-functioning rule
of law. The programme will fund prioritized measures which are not covered by the EU funds and will
compliment measures financed by the EU funds. So, the programme Home Affairs addresses the
prerequisites and identified needs through a series of intemal analysis, extemal reports, using the results,
experience and lessons leamed of the RO 21 Programme financed through Norway Grants 2009-2014
fiamework, and the activities that shall be implernented by the projects are not overlapping with other
financing schemes.
The measures under the programme aim to have a sustainable effect and high quality impact. Although
focusing mainly on enhancing the capacity and knowledge of govemmental institutions, a substantial
number of beneficiaries directly benefit from the programme, among others asylum seekers, people
belonging to the Roma-population and the ganeral population through improved disaster resilience.
Through enhancing Romania's capacity to cooperate with intemational institutions, the programme will
improve Romania's ability to comply with intemational obligations and enhance the capacity for
international cooperation which are crucial elements of successful police and asylum systems in
Romania.

International Police Coope ration and Combattine Crime (PA20)
One of the major challenges in the home affairs area is the institutional capacity of the law enforcement
agencies to combat criminal itinerant and organized groups, as the mobility of the persons and goods is
dramatically and permanently improving, new and inexpensive technologies are available for criminal
networks, and the globalization is allowing a large variety of new and more sophisticated crimes to
flourish and spread out. Due to the increased complexity of economic and financial crimes, specifically
money laundering, the need to improve the effectiveness of the police system and its performance are of
great importance for Romania, and also for neighboring countries, other countries in EU and donor
countries.
Romania and Norway shate concem of the criminal activity performed
groups related to Romania. It is important to continue and strengthen the
in strategic and operational levels, between law enforcement agencies
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programme will deepen the positive experience of deployment of Romanian police officers to Norway
and common capacity building training and related knowledge sharing activities. Furthermore, improving
law enforcernent skills acquired during numerous training as well as introduction of new measures and
structures in the scope of protection of the Schengen area and fight against organized and cross-border
crime shall positively influence the level of security of the citizens of the Schengen area.
Romania faces challenges related to anti-hate speech, mainly directed towards members of the Roma
population, but also aimed towards other marginalized groups, such as migrants. No specific actions, nor
specialized personnel, are available within the Romanian police structue today to deal with these issues.
The programme will improve the situation by setting up a specialized Hate Crime Unit within the police,
providing specialized Eaining and awareness campaigns.
The report from Council of Europe "Moneyval Report for Romania (2014)" shows that Romania needs
to address a multitude of challenges and weaknesses related to investigation of money laundering in
Romania. This report shows that Romania lacks knowledge, skills, analltic tools and organizational
capacity to combat economic crimes. Development of a national risk assessment of money laundering
and combatting financing terror in line with the recommendation fiom Council of Europe will also be
conducted in the programme.
The programme will further secure important technical upgrading of the Romanian police. The existing
fingerprinting systern (AFIS) is outdated and Romania has an intemational obligation to upgrade this.
This system will secure a smooth and effective cooperation both with other countries and between
agencies within Romania. The AFIS (the technical term of the fingerprinting system) is an indispensable
systern for identification and is a key technical component of the National System of Public Order and
Safety. This system has an even more important position in the current context of the intensification of
the phenomenon of illegal migration and to combat terrorism. Development of a national risk
assessment of money laundering and combatting financing terror in line with the recommendation
from Council of Europe.

The main target group of the programme consists of law enforcement officers and other professionals
involved in prevention and fight against crime, as well as potential victims of crime. Romanian law
enforcement officers and other professionals involved in prevention and fight against crime will benefit
fiom expertise transfer and technical assistance in order to increase their efficiency during identification
and investigation of crimes, taking also into consideration the needs ofthe victims.

Asvlum and Mieration (PAl8)
Taking into account the unstable situation in the Middle East, it is expected that in the near future the
pressure on the asylum system in Romania might increase sigrificantly. Assessments performed are
indicating that, given the probability of a massive influx of migrants, the response capacity of the
Romanian authorities needs to be strengthened. According to the statistics, the trend of illegal border
crossing is permanently growing, and the Romanian existing asylum facilities are already overcrowded.
Weaknesses have been identified regarding the conditions of the reception facilities which are not
compliant with EU standards, especially for rulnerable groups. Furthermore, the management of the
migrants and asylum seekers has clear weaknesses, due to poor registration and processing systems.
The recent tenor attacks in Europe have created a fearful public attitude and hate speech towards
immigrants. In addition to causing harm to individual migrants, it also makes the management of the
asylum system more difficult, for instance resistance in local communities when establishing reception
centers for asylum seekers. It is necessary to raise the awareness of the general public and civil society
with regard to the benefits at cultural and social level implied by the process, thus creating a more
positive imagine of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers.

The programme aims at focusing on improving the functioning of the asylum system, in order to
ensuring better direct support to migrcnts and asylum seekers, such as improved conditions in specialized
centers, case processing, information, legal support, voluntary retum, special care regarding the
e MolA
l.ulnerable persons, and institutional measures, in order to enlance the cooperation
(NGOs,
and
etc,
together
with
intemational
organizatio
bodies
civil
society,
and other
LINHCR).

The Programme

will

address to the identified needs and challenges that are full

the
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National Strategt on Immigration 2015-2018.
The main target group of the programme are public entities and the dedicated staff of the organizations.
Furthermore, the beneficiaries will also be persons in need of intemational protection, with anphasis on
the l.ulnerable groups.

n

Disaster

Pre aredness PA23

Through capacity building and improved training facilities, the programme will contribute to implement
the EU Civil Protection legislation and the UN post-2015 framework for disaster risk reduction with a
focus on preparedness and response. The main EU policy in this field is the revised EU Civil Protection
legislation, which aims at a bettq (ioint) response to natural and man-made disasters. A swift, preplanned and effective response will increase the security of EU citizens.

In the last 15 years, the Romanian professional emergency services have undergone major changes,
starting with the merge, in 2004, of the Military Firefighters Corp with the Romanian Civil Protection
and finalizing with the introduction, in 2010, at national level of the SMURD services (Mobile
Emergency Service for Reanimation and Extrication). Thus, the mission variety has increased
dramatically, from classic fire extinguishing missions to complex missions in case of major disasters.
Due to the low public investments in the national system for emergency situations, extemal funding (e.9.
Cohesion Fund, European Regional Development Fund and European Neighborhood Instrument) were
used in order to ensure a better level of preparedness for disasters. The extemal funds have mainly been
focused on procurement of intervention technique (fire trucks, search and rescue and floods intervention
equipment, specialized ambulances, accessories).
Capacity building through improved specialized training facilities and a training programme (that shall
be implemented with the Norwegian counterparts) on search and rescue, and in the field of removal of
unexploded ordnances (UXOs), is much needed (to enhance the institutional resilience to natural or manmade disasters, including the risk ofterrorist attacks).

The target group is the operative personnel and members of the Special Unit for Interventions in
Emergency Situations. The sustainability of the project is ensured, as the maintenance and the operation
ofthe facilities shall be supported in the future from the national budget.
Furthermore, taking into account the latest intemational standards and European Union legislation in the
domain of nuclear safety and protection against harmful effects of ionizing radiation, it is necessary to
enhance the national regulatory fiamework and practices of the regulatory authority and the licensees'
conduct of activities in line with these developments.
Assessments of the national fiamework were conducted through the implementation of intemational peer

review missions that provided recommendations related to nuclear safety, nuclear security, detection and
response to events involving nuclear and other radioactive materials out of regulatory control, cyber
security for nuclear installations and emergency preparedness and response. In order to address them all,
an action plan will be developed with the support of the Norwegian partner, NRPA and the IAEA.
In accordance with the Govemmental Decision no. 55712016, the National Commission for Control of
Nuclear Activities (CNCAN), the Project Promoter, was assigned new responsibilities in the nuclear
emergency management. This Programme will support CNCAN in enhancing its capabilities for
discharging these responsibilities. Furthermore, in 2016 a national emergency exercise named "Valahia"
was performed, involving the national EPR (Emergency Preparedness and Response) infrastnrcture. The
lessons leamed that resulted from this exercise will be addressed in the programme in order to contribute
to the improvement ofemergency preparedness and response infrastructure.
The expected impact consists in effective improvement in the resilience and preparedness for radiological
and nuclear events in Romania. The outputs will include updates to the regulatory framework and related
documents, the trained staff in the target group organizations, enhanced public awareness and upgtades
to the existing infiastructure for nuclear and radiation safety and EPR.

Development of the Drosramme

During the preparation stage of this Concept Note the PO, in cooperation with FMO, organized tw o
5
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public stakeholder consultations bringing together law enforcement institutions, research institutes, Roma
National Agency, Roma NGOs, civil society and mass-media, resulting in the identification and
prioritization ofthe needs that the Programme should address.
Furthermore, a series of focused meetings between the PO, potential promoters and DPPs on each
programme area were conducted in Norway and Romania, in order to discuss the key elernents regarding
the specific needs, expected measures and key aspects of the future cooperation ofall parties.

The Romanian Police performed a regional conference with researchers and practitioners

on

victimization of wlnerable groups, revealing the need for a more solid incorporation of evidence based
approach, as well as the need to test innovative means to tackle hate crimes, such as establishing
dedicated anti-hate crime,/hate speech units.

The General Inspectorate for Immigration (Gll) met with NGOs and intemational organizations (IOM,
UNHCR) in the context of the preparation of the programme, identifying needs conceming the quality of
reception facilities and services for asylum seekers, capacity building, including preparedness for the
situation of a massive influx of migrants.
Special concerns in the MoU

The Special Concerns of the Programme Home Affairs, underlined in the MoU, have been fully
respected in the programme, with maximum 60% of the total eligible expenditure being allocated to hard
measures and 40%o to soft measures, such as activities aimed to ensure the improvement of the situation
of rulnerable categories of persons, increasing the institutional capacity of the actors in the PAs, support
for synergies with the Programme "Justice" (complementarity of training activities and transfer of good
practices from previous Justice projects, activities regarding the fight against domestic violence),
prevention and fight against trafficking in human beings, new technologies in police intervention aimed
to tackle gender based violence, while good govemance will be supported through increasing
transparency and accountability of police service.

addition, the Home Affairs programme can provide input and seek to participate in the
multidisciplinary training sessions on key elements of GBV cases, focusing on Roma women, which are
planned in the GBV project. It will also follow the assessment of the mandate, capabilities and training
needs of the Local Inter-sectorial Teams set up to coordinate the implernentation of preventive measures
on GBV at county level. Finally, the Home Affairs programme can provide input to the methodology of
intervention for policemen based on the new approved legislation in the field of preventing and
combating GBV, which the GBV project will develop. The Home Affairs programme can also support

In

the use of the methodology once finalised.

As to ensure synergies between Justice and Home Affairs Programmes, representatives of the Romanian
Ministry of Justice (RMoJ) will be invited, when relevant, to join the Cooperation Committees meetings,
as observers. At the same time, specific activities within PA 20 shall be organized jointly with the RMoJ
and the Public Ministry (the Prosecutor's Office attached to the High Court of Cassation and Justice) in
the field of fighting economic crimes, in order to have an overall common approach (oint specialized
trainings, exchange of experience, etc) of the national authorities involved in the process. Also, during
the implementation of the programme, it is intended to establish cooperation with the RMoJ regarding
effective actions against domestic violence. Synergies may be achieved by cooperating across the
program areas, including through bilateral activities.

A particular interest shall focus on activities dedicated to improving the situation of Roma communities,
involving civil society organizations, specifically Roma NGOs. Within the Programme, 10% of the total
eligible expenditures are allocated towards meeting this target, including a specific pre-defined project
(PDP no.3) dedicated to combatting hate crime and violent extremism, particular'ly against Roma
population, as well as increasing the quality of police service, in order to ensure valuable services and
access to justice for Roma. The planned anti-hate unit is expected to have an important _cq[_ribution, but
also the increase of transparency of the police, the awareness campaigns and t9e-iuppttrt,.lq. obtain
identity documents will definitely be a quantum leap. In addition to this, PDP no Z,hll inolude'dq\ivities
contributing towards improving the situation for the Roma people through offiatirrnal..cogpefation
between Romanian and Norwegian police in investigating, among others, cases in Qlyihg,traffrc(lnp
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Bilateral ambitions of the orosramme
The programme will contribute to strengthening the bilateral cooperation with the donor state, by
consolidating the exchange of experience between Romanian and Norwegian authorities and
organizations, including through sharing of good practices, know-how, and joint participation in training
events and exercises.

The Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Public Security (NMoJ) is a strategic donor programme partner
in the Home Affairs programme, as well as in the Justice programme, and shall contribute to the
strengthening of synergies between the Home Affairs- and the Justice programme. The NMoJ will guide
on the feasibility and scope ofdonor partnerships in the programme, as well as on other relevant issues of
bilateral interest. Bilateral ambitions is an opportunity to develop crosscutting activities that could aim at
strengthening the criminal justice chain, the asylum chain and the civil emergency chain and to see the
programme areas within the Home Affairs in a holistic manner. The NMoJ may be involved in the
implementation, especially related to the development of possible sfategic bilateral initiatives, i.e. the
contribution to a European Judicial Culture. In order to secure a European Judicial Culture in every part
ofthejustice system, both regarding civil and criminal matters. It is important to have good collaboration
between all the parties e.g. that all (udges, advocates, prosecuting authority, police, prison authority etc.)
have good platforms for exchanging ideas and discuss matters that represents challenges to an efficient,
transparent and well-functioning justice system and the populations access to justice. The NMoJ will
further strive to bring in competence from various parts of the justice sector, including from relevant
departments within the NMoJ, when possible and appropriate. The NMoJ will also co-ordinate between
the Norwegian programme partners when relevant.

The main partner on the asylum and migration component of the programme is the Norwegian
Directorate of Immigration (UDI). Based on longstanding experience as DPP to the migration
programme in Greece during the outgoing financial period, UDI is prepared to act as DPP to programme
area 18 Asylum and Migration of the Romanian Home Affairs program. UDI suggests contributing to
further detailing and implementation of the main elements of the programme with its expertise in these
fields, aiming at reaching programme goals. UDI will also identify extemal expert contributions to the
program. In terms of bilateral actions, UDI suggests to bring in related institutions to UDI, such as the
National Identity Center, the Police Immigration Service, the Integration and Diversity Directorate, as
well as civil society actors such as Norwegian Refugee Council and Norwegian Organisation for Asylum
Seekers aiming at facilitating bilateral professional relations and networks. UDI sees cross cutting themes
in the various components of the Home Affairs programme, notably trafficking in human beings, gender
based violence and hate speech, as migrants are in lulnerable situations and prone to be exposed to these
harassments.

The main partner for the intemational police cooperation component of the programme is the Norwegian
National Police Directorate (POD - Donor Programme Partner). Based on the fruitful cooperation under
Norway Grants 2009-2014, the bilateral component of the present programme has been defined with the
purpose of maximizing the operational support, bilateral transfer of expertise and to allow flexibility to
respond to common challenges. POD will be involved directly in the component related to intemational
police cooperation of the programme and will contribute to the achievement of the component objective
- increasing the efficiency of the fight against criminal itinerant and organized groups of Romanian
origin which have expanded their activities in Norway, while for other components will facilitate, to the
possible extent, expertise transfer fiom other Norwegian organizations (OKOKRIM for the fighting
economic and financial crime component, University Police College for the prevention and control of
hate crimes). Other Norwegian institutions will contribute to the programme. The Norwegian University
Police College will provide expertise in the area of prevention and fighting hate crimes, while the
Norwegian Un'iversity of Science and Technology will be involved in the expertise transfer for
investigating financial crimes, specifically in the field of virtual currencies.

As for the projects fiom Area 23, the project promoter will closely collaborate with
Directorate for Civil Protection), the homologue institution from the donor country.
expertise in drafting the training curricula, training the trainers that will work in the
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and sharing the necessary know-how for reaching the objectives of the programme. The Radiations
project builds upon and provides a continuation, in several areas of work, to the Regional Excellence
Project on Regulatory Capacity Building in Nuclear and Radiological Safety, Emergency Preparedness
and Response in Romania, financed through the EEA/Norwegian Financial Mechanisms 2009 2014
and implemented successfully by CNCAN and NRPA.
During the implementation of the programme, the PO will organize special events, study visits, exchange
of experience, etc. in Romania and Norway, dedicated to enhance the bilateral relations between Norway
and Romania, involving the Programme Partners, institutions, authorities, civil society, NGOs and other
organizations.
The Bilateral Plan at programme level shall be drafted by PO and approved by the DPPs in Cooperation
Committee. Regarding the open calls, the DPPs will participate in the selection Committee, PO and DPPs
will agree on the topics, the allocated budget and other specific matters for each call, and will evaluate
the applications together.

According to the MoU "€250,000 shall be allocated to the programme from the Fund for Bilateral
Relations. This does not prevent the Joint Committee for Bilateral Funds fiom allocating additional funds
to the programme." Thus, the PO may apply for extra-funding from the fund for bilateral relations,
managed by the NFP.
Cooperation with intqrnational organisations
The programme will benefit from successful previous cooperation, within Norway Grants 2009-2014,
with intemational partner organizations. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) will be involved as an expert for the component related to prevention and investigating hate
crimes and violent extremism through its Tolerance and Anti-discrimination Unit, the Police's Special
Operations and the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights.

The Council of Europe will be involved as expert advisor for the components related to fighting
economic and financial crimes, as well as for the component related to hate crimes and improving the
situation of Roma population. Furthermore, the Council of Europe is expected to provide expertise and
support in risk-based institutional reviews, operating procedures, resource and interagency assessments
in order to enhance Romania's compliance with the CoE standards and recommendations of its
monitoring mechanisms (e.g. Moneyval and GRECO).
The benefits for the programme from the cooperation with the mentioned intemational organization is
represented by the transfer ofbest practices and intemational standards for the training activities, as well
as a general guidance for developing tools and procedures for increasing the efficiency of the training
activities.

The programme's component addressed by the National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control
(CNCAN) will represent a platform for sharing experience and best practices between the Romanian and
Norwegian partners, as well as with the intemational nuclear community through the active involvement
of the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The involvement of the IAEA will contribute to the
dissemination of project results to all its Member States.

IAEA will provide training and expert suppo to Romanian National Authorities on specific technical
areas addressed by this project, and will assist national authorities in developing the technical
specifications needed for procurement of various software, hardware, models, databases, and equipment
needed for enhancing their capabilities.
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Modalities:
The programme will be implemented by 5 predefined projects and calls, as follows:

Prcdefined projects
calls

i

"Improving Asylum
and Migration
System"
" Strengthening
national capacities in
the area of

Predefined
projects

international police
cooperation and
combating crime"
" Combatting hate
crimes and violent

Planned
amounts

Elligiblc
applicants

PPs,

I

€ 5,000,000

GII

1

€8,941,177

GIRP

I

c2,823,529

GIRP

I

€ 5,000,000

GIES

'tDisaster resilience
nuclear and
radiationst'

-

I

€ 3,500,000

CNCAN

"Asylum and

migration"
" Disaster

resilience -

capacity building"
" Disaster resilience

nuclear and

-

Elligible
project
partncrs
As per annex

I

As per annex
1

extremism,

particularly against
Roma population, and
increasing the qualiE
of police service "
"Disaster resilience capacity building"

Calls

Number
of PDPs,
calls

As per annex

I
As per annex

I

As per annex

I

TBD

€ 882,353

Public/1.{GOs

TBD

€ 882,353

Public/1.{GOs

TBD

€ 617,647

Public/l',lGOs

As per
regulation art.
7.2
As per
regulation art.

1'
As per
regulation art.

radiations"

7.2

total:

C27,647$60

-

including co-financing.
**
the number of calls and their precise topics

will be determined during the implementation of the
Programme
Qbs: the public/private bodies that will act as project partners, others that the ones explicitly specified in
the Programme Agreement, will be desigrrated through a selection procedure.
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Programme objectives and indicators

Indicators

Dcscription

OBJECTM - Area 18

stems ensured, and the right to seek

Level

Output

I

.I

of

Regional Centre

Output I .2

Reception centers

for asylum seekers

improved with additional services

of information electronic systems installed and
operational in the migration and ?syurn rg4!!Is
Number of staff ensuring legal representation of unaccompanied
minors trained
Number

Gll's lT infrastructure upgraded (data

Output I .4

center,

unitary system for increasing efficiency in
issuing temporary identity documents, data
exchange, electronic case handling and
information system for asylum seekers )

TBD
130

50
2
I

0

I

0

6

0

20

reception staff trained on identification of and
0
assistance mechanism for lulnerable cases
Number of units within GII with improved access to the intemal
0
system for issuing temporary documents
Number of new national and international actors with improved
0
access to GII data base
Increase of the speed of data transmission between GII units and
Number

Output I . 3

Targct

linc

asylun safeguarded
compliance with EU standards for handling TBDI
Increased institutional and operational migrants and asylum seekers
capacity of the Romanian authorities in the Annual number of asylum seekers provided with improved
0
field of asylum and migration management services
Annual number ofunaccompanicd minors receiving se rvrces 0
Modemized integrated contingency Centres Number of integrated contingency centers with capacity to 0
accommodate 1000 migrants, endowed and operational
in case of massive influx of migrants
Number of rehabilitated facilities and services at "Ciurgiu"
0
Regional Centre in
Number of rehabilitated facilities and services at "Radauti"

Functioning national asylum ond nigration ntanagen ent

Outcomel

Basc-

of

40

It)
22
loyo

the data center

Thematic training sessions on provided for
Number of professional staff trained (by gender)
staff of Ministry of Internal Affairs

t6t7

0

' Tg.be decided before the signing oflhe PA
10
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Output 1.5

Output 1.6

Base-

Indicators

Description

Information and awareness campaigns on Number of awareness raising campaigns
migration and trafficking of human beings

0

5

conducted

Number ofpeople reached by awareness raising campaigns

0

2.000

Number of studies completed

0

2

TBC

+150h2

National studies on Asylum

&

Migration

conducted
OBJECTM - Area 20
Im roved crime prevention and investigalion

Number of information exchanges in organized crime

cases

investigated
Outcome 2

Output 2.1

Output 2.2

Targct

line

Strengthened police capacity to investigate
cross border, organized and {inancial
crimes

Number of cases detected with cross-border collaboration TBC

+20

in the anti-money
laundering area as regards institutional and operational

See

See

82.gs

T2.86

between Romanian and Norwegian police
Compliance with international standards

frameworksa
Joint missions of Romanian police officers in Number of Romanian police officers participating in joint 0
missions to Norway
Norway completed
AFIS system operational and in compliance with relevant EU No
Modemized national fingerprinting system regulations
0
(AFIS), with increased capacity
lncreasing processing capacity results (transactions per day)
0
Number of fingerprints and palm prints stored

30
Yes
300
200.00

2

The increase of 15% ofthe information exchang€d with other countries shall be measured based on rcports provided by GIRP periodically. The associated
baseline information shall be provided befor€ programme agreement signature.
3
The increase needs to be established. The associated baseline information shall be provided before programme agreement signature.
a

The decision taken by the 53rd MONEYVAL PLENARY (30May I june 2017) on the second interim report submitted by Romania under the 4th round
evaluation follow-up process is: The Plenary asked our Delegation to provide a further report to the 56thPlenary in April 2018 and to apply for removal from
follow-up on that occasion. During the 53rd MONEYVAL PLENARY, our delegation informed MONEYVAL that, on 31May2017, the President ofthe
Republic promulgated amendments to Law no.656/2002 on preventing and sanctioning money laundedng and setting up measures for preventing and combating
terrorist financing, with the objective ofaddressing, in particular, gaps identified undcr Recommendation 26.
5

--i;;.,..->.

'a':ft

6

As per CoE Moneyval rcport 2Ol4 Action Plan which highlight non-compliance ( Table2 2.1,p.5,6:2.6,p.3,4;7.1.p.8,23,28,29)
Required standard ofcompliance: LC - C level equivalent for respcctive - Rec-s achieved (as re. Mol and police)

11
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Indicators

Description

Basc-

Target

line

0

Output 2.3
Output 2.4

Victims (suspected) of human trafficking of Number of suspected victims of human trafficking of Romanian
Romanian citizenship informed/assisted

citizenship receiving information/assistance

0

100

National risk assessment on money
National risk assessment on money laundering and combating
No
laundering and combating terror financing
terror financing in place
7

Yes

created

Output 2.5

Output 2.6

Outcome

Ouput

3

3.1

Output 3.2
Output 3.3
7

Specialized equipment provided for the Number of financial investigators supported with specialized
0
Police Financial Investigations Unit
equipment
0
Training provided to hnancial investigators Number of financial investigators trained
0
in specialized areas (fraud and money Number of trainers trained
laundering through stock market, insurance,
0
banking, commodities exchange, vimral Number of continuous training courses/curricula put in place
currencies)
0
Annual number of cases investigatcd by the hate crime unit
vulnerable Number of vulnerable people that have benefited from the
Improved conditions of
0
Romanian citizens, with particular focus services (information on human rights and counselling)
on Roma communities
Level of trust in the Romanian police from the Roma TBD
communities
0
Number of officers working in specialized anti-hate crime units
Specialized anti-hate crime/anti-hate speech Annual number of petitions submitted by citizens in relation to
units in Romanian Police expanded
hate crimes and directed to the anti-hate crime unit for further 010
processing/investi gations
0
Number ofcounties where needs assessment are carried out
Provisions of identity /civil registration
(ID
cards or
Number of identity /civil registration documents
documents
to
undocumentedh.ulnerable
birth certificates) provided for undocumentedhulnerable citizens 0
Roma
of Roma ethnicity
Accredited training courses provided to Number of professionals trained in antihate crime and combating 0

100

400
20
4
TBDE
1500

TBD9
7

TBD
5

700
600

The adoption ofa new AML/CFT Law to transpose Directivc 2015/849 ofthe European Union into Romanian legislation. The project ofthe Law isdoneand it

will
8

e

be sent to the Parliament for adoption.
shall be determined after the first year of functioning of the hate crime unit

Shall be determined in connection with the results ofthe surveys at output 3.7
The number will be determined after the first year of functioning of the hate crime unit.
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Output 3.4

Base-

Description

Indicators

professionals working in the field of
prevention and combating hate crimes and
violent extremism
Specialized equipment - monitoring
compliance with human rights provisions in
policing activity
Legal procedures developed to improve the
accountability of the police

violent extremism

Number of Body Wom Cameras (BWC) in service for the police
patrols in localities with large Roma communities or other 0
disadvantaged socio-economic groups
Legallprocedural framework developed related to the use of
0
body wom cameras

Number

of

counties

in

which human rights selvtces were

Output 3.5

Output 3.7

Study conducted

Number of awareness raising/media campaigns on human rights
and anti-hate crimes/speech

0

I

Number ofpeople reached by awareness raising campaigns

0

2.000

0

212

20914

369rs

0

I

on the attitudes and

of Roma population regarding Number of surveys
victimization/hate crimes and expectations
(comparative surveys)
regarding community relations with the
police service
OBJECTM-Area 23
I mp roved disaste r resilience
Outcome 4 Increased response capacity in emergency
(ctESts)
situations
Output 4.1
Set up ofa new training facility for search and
rescue and UXO removal missionsl6

r2
13

ra

ir! . ;\

-\':")

/-r

t?

tit

r5

t\
'i,

))

I

5ll

experiences

1r

120

0

provided to Roma

Awareness raising/media campaign on social
inclusion of vulnerable groups conducted

Target

line

of

non-Roma and Roma-population

Level of compliancc on international standards
Number of training facilities built

Will be selected the counties with the largest Roma communities
One survey at the beginning ofthe project and the second one at the end ofthe p€riod

the General lnspectorate for Emergency Situations
Number ofpersonnel already trained according to an international standard on search and rescue missions
Number of GIES personnel trained according to an intemational standard on search and rescue missions at the end ofthe period
GIES =

13
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Output 4.2
Output 4.3

ndicators

Description

I

Train the trainers
Drafting the training curricula for search and
rescue and UXO remoral missions

Number of trainers trained in Norway
Number of training curricula

Number of officers trained in the new facility on search and
rescue mlsslons

Output 4.4

Outcome 5
(CNCAN)
Output 5. I

Number of officers trained in the new facility on UXO removal
mlsstons
Number of Romanian Gendarmerie personnel trained on search
& rescue and UXO removal
nuclear and Level of compliance on international standards

Training sessions

Basc-

Targct

line
0

8

0

I

0

160

0

120

0

30

Prevention and reduction of
TBDl7
radiological risks and vulnerabilities
Up{o-date regulatory framework, guides and Number of new and updated regulations, regulatory guides and
procedures in the field of nuclear and procedures issued
radiological safety and regulatory oversight
0

non-proliferation, border control
prevention of illicit trafficking of nuclear

TBD

40

and
and

other radioactive material

Ouput 5.2

Output 5.3

Output 5.4

4
/,"i

li
ft
\

.,

t"

Documented lessons leamed/good practices Number of participants at experience exchange events,
exchanged on prevention and reduction of including training courses, workshops, technical meetings,
nuclear and radiological risks and consultancy meetings and scientific visits
vulnerabilities
Improved professional competences in the Number of staff from the national authorities and industry
field of nuclear security and radiological risk formally trained in all the essential aspects of nuclear security,
and r.ulnerability assessments (documented non-proliferation, border control and prevention of illicit
lessons leamed/good practices exchanged on trafficking of nuclear and other radioactive materials
nuclear security)
Number of participants at experience exchange events, including
training courses, workshops, technical meetings, consultancy
meetings and scientific visits
Improved professional competences in all Number of participants at experience exchange events,
important aspects of emergency preparedness including training courses, workshops, technical meetings,

0

30

0

180

0

25

20

0

Uxo is an abbreviation for unexploded ordnance
shall be based on a set ofcriterion that will be determined before the signature ofthe PA
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lndicators

Description

Basc-

linc

Targct
I

consultancy meetings, scientific visits,

and response

Number of staff of national authorities and relevant industry
organizations formally trained in all the important aspects of 0

150

emergency preparedness and response

Output 5.5
Output 5.6

Outcome 6
(Bilateral)
Output 6.1
Output 6.2

ti

New emergency information and training Number of professional staff trained at the emergency
centre
information and training centre
Specialized equipment for radiological Level of endowment of the CNCAN and relevant governmental
monitoring and radioactive sources recovery
bodies with responsibilities in the field with specialized
equipment
Level of trust between cooperating entities in
Enhanced collaboration between Romania Romania/Norway (on a scale)
and Norway entities involved in the Level of satisfaction with the partnership (on a scale)
programme
Share of cooperating individuals who apply the knowledge
acquired from bilateral partnership
Capacity building provided on investigation, Seminars and workshops between Romanian and Norwegian
police
antihate and Roma-issues
lntemational networks establishcd/supported
Number ofJIT (Joint Investigation Teams) established

i' ' lt su*ey ro be conducted

100

0

Low

Good

TBDIs

+400

3ts

5/5

0

300

0

25

0

6

in the first year followrng programme agreement signature
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Grant rate and budget
Programme eligible expenditure

€ 28,235,291

Programme grant rate
Total programme grant

8s.00%
€ 24.000.000

Programme grant

€ 24,000,000

Budget
hcading

PM

l8

nted

Programme
management

by:

Grants

Iotal grant

Programme
grant rate

Programme
cligiblc
expenditure

PO

€ 500,000

€ 500,000

850h

€ 588,235

GII

€ 4,250,000

€ 4,250,000

85"/"

€ 5,000,000

TBD

€ 750,000

€ 750,000

85lYo

€ 882.353

GIRP

€ 6,000,000

€ 6,000,000

85"h

€ 7,058,82,1

Outcome 2

PDP 2
ttEconomic

GIRP

€ 1,600,000

€ 1,600,000

85o/"

€ r,882,353

Outcome 3

crimert
PDP 3
ttRoma

GIRP

€ 2,400,000

€ 2,400,000

85Yo

€ 2,823,529

GIES

€ 4,250,000

€ ,1,250,000

850

€ 5,000,000

TBD

€ 750,000

€ 7s0.000

850

€ 882.3s3

CNCAN

€ 2,975,000

€ 2,975,000

85o

€ 3,500,000

TBD

€ 525,000

€ s2s,000

850

c 617.647

Outcomc I

Outcome 2
PA
20

Impleme Norway

Details

PDP

PA

- Norway Grants (€)

1

"Asylum &
Migration'r
Call
"Asylum"
PDP 2
"Police
cooperation

issuestt

PDP 4
"Disasters capacity
Outcome 4

building"
Call

PA

ItDisasters capacity

23

buildingl
PDP 5
ItDisasters Outcome 5

radiations"
Call
"Disasters radiations"

TOTAL

€

24.000.000 € 24.000.000

850/0

€28,235,294
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Annex 1: Pre-defined projects (PDPS)
Project
Project Promoter:
Project Partner(s):
Donor project partner(s):

lmproving Ndtional Asylum and Migrotion system
6enerol lnspectorote for hmigrdtion (Gll)

Total maximum eligible proiect cost:
Proiect grant rate:
Prorect grant amount*:
Estimated duration:

5,OO0,000

lOM, UNHCR, Romonion Border Police, others
UDI

€

700%

5,000,000 €
60 months

Overull obiective: Strengthening ol osylum ond migrotion system, Iocusing on improving the conditions lot most vulneroble
osylum seekers, imprcving quality ol rcception loailities ond cose hondling, ensuring copocity lor monoging ctisis situotions.
Kev topics of the

prcied:

The response capacity of the Romanian authorities facing a massive influx of immigrants shall be strengthened by developing the

logistical capacity of the national authorities, such as ensuring a proper functioning of two national integrated centres for
migrants, a simulation of a practical exercise, thematic training for structures involved in the management crisis, based on
conclusions drawn after the practical exercise. All these measures shall establish a coordination tool and a preparation mechanism
for all national competent authorities.

The accommodation and reception conditions for asylum seekers shall be improved, mainly for vulnerable persons and
unaccompanied minors, creating conditions for recreational activities, counselling private spaces, social integration
activities/courses etc. ln this respect, two centers belonging to Gll will be renovated within the project (at Giurgiu and Radauti), in
order to fulfil the requirements regarding the comfort, access and services (re-partitioning and creation of accommodation and
services spaces, creating facilities for children and persons with special needs, etc) for both centers, according to the needs.
Further, the reception staff will benefit from specialized training on identification and assistance mechanism for vulnerable cases.
The staff ensuring legal representation of unaccompanied minors will also benefit from specialized training.

The registration and processing system, as well as the supporting lT network, shall be improv€d by implementinB a unitary
platform for issuing temporary identity documents for migrants on the Romanian territory, by making a technical upgrade of the
Gll Data Centre (the extension is required in order to increase the processing power and speed), The upgrade consists in replacing
and adding some lT equipment, enhancing the hardware and software platforms and improving the locations of the equipment
(power supply, air conditioning, etc). An information system for the asylum seekers accommodated at the 5 regional centres of
Romania shall be created (electronic devices, specific applications), in order to assure a better information regardlng their riShts
and obligations during the asylum procedure, and to facilitate the communication with the staff,
The staff professional competencies shall be improved through exchange of good practices, training sessions, in particular on
using country of origin informotior, and development of dedicated working instruments, documentation visits and
implementation of EASO training Curricula modules at the national level.

The need for an improved inter-institutional communication, simpler and better procedures and communication between
authorities and foreigners, shall be realized throuBh a research study on the perception of foreigners towards the quality of public
services in migration field, assessing the results and simplifying the procedures by implementing the conclusions. Also, an
awareness campaign shall be conducted, with relevant information for migrants (prevention of THB, legal conditions for
employment, studies, training and qualification acknowledgement, admission and residence in Romania etc.). The campaign shall
also target the civil society in order to create a positive image on migration phenomenon. The PDP shall be supported by open
calls lsoft meosurcsl.
Component

|- Project Management
ll - Strengthening the response capacity of the Romanian authorities facing a situation of a massive influx of migrants
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lll - lnstitutional and operational capacity buildinB in terms of improving the reception and accommodation capacity
for asylum seekers of cll regional centers and optimize the dedicated lT infrastructure for an efficient public service
lV - Developing professional competences of Gll, Police, Border Police and National Agency for Trafficking in Human
Beings on exchanging good practices, specific training on improving migration management

Strcngthening nationol capacities in the area ol interndtional police cooperotion
ond combdting crime
Generol lnspectorote of the Romonion Police (GIRP)

Proiect title:
Proiect Promoter:

For component 1: Notionol Agency Agoinst Troffickinq in Persons, Directorote
Evidence ol Persons ond Administrotion of Dotoboses, West University oJ Timi$ooro

He Proiect Partners:

for

For Component 2: Norwegidn University for Science ond Technology, Public Ministry Directorote for lnvestigoting Orgonized Crime ond Terrorism, 6enerol Directorote for
Anti-corruption, University Petru Maior from TArgu MureS
Donor project

partner(s): Norwegion Notional Police Directorote

Total maximum eli$ible 8,941,177 €
project cost:
Project grant

rate:
Project grant amount*:
Estimated durationi

100%

8,941,177 €
72 months

The project is in line with the Romanian National Strategy on Public Order and Safety 2OL5-2O2O, the National Anticorruption
Strategy 2015-2020, the EU lnternal Security Strategy, the EU Drugs Strategy 2013-2020, and as for the commitments regardin8
the necessary fram ewotk for outomqted seorching reference doto in relotion to the Europeon Union Membet Stotes dnd ensure
recognition of loborotory octivities reldted to the fingerprint doto and providing automatic exchange of fingerprint data at
European level in the context Priim through a continuous data stream, the Framework Decision 2008/615 / JHA and Framework
Decision 2008/616 / JHA rcga.ding 124/7 ) and the related national legal framework.
The project addresses the main problems identified in the programme related to activities of criminal itinerant and organized
groups, specifically, but not limited, to those of Romanian origin which have committed criminal acts in Norway, the increased
complexity of economic and financial crimes, specifically money laundering, as well as improving the effectiveness of the police
system and its performance.
For each group of major challenges a dedicated project component has been defined in order to maximize the intervention and to
allow tracking progress and results. lt resulted a set of 3 components:

nt

iNo

an-Romanian

lice coo eration for counteri

itinerant crime and human trafficki

The component is focused on operational support of Romanian officers in Norway, training and expertise transfer, enhanced
international police cooperation for better control of criminal itinerant and organized groups and support potential victims of
human trafficking.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Deploying police teams in Norway and Romania for operational support
Workshops for analysis of itinerant and organized crime evolution and exchange of best practices
Training sessions at advanced level for criminal investigations (criminal profiling, etc)
Organizational assessment, workshops and training in the field of police leadership and change management
Study visits in the field of prevention/detection of falsified documents
Awareness campaign for preventing human trafficking in social media
Professional stages for police officers in law enforcement or international organizations
lnternational conferences on fighting itinerant and organized crime
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.

Facilitation of Joint lnvestigation Teams (JlT) and other initiatives for police cooperation
Training in Romania and Norway in the area of setting up and management of Joint lnvestigation Teams (JlT)
Technical support for the structures involved in the project

The main target groups are law enforcement officers and other professionals involved in prevention and fight against crime, as
well as potential victims of crimes, particularly citizens of Roma ethnicity.
Comoonent l2l: Fizhli

economic and financial crimes, with focus on m

launderi ns.

This part of the project addresses the recommendations l and 30 of the Council of Europe MONEYVAL(2014)4 Report on Fourth
Assessment Visit - Anti-Money Loundering ond Comboting the Finoncing of Terrotism in Romonio, for the elements that can be
r. accordine to its lepal resoonsibilities It is contributinB to preventing and combating
successfullv resolved bv the oroiect prom
corruption, money laundering, tax crimes, financing of cross-border criminal networks and recovering proceeds from crime

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Developing a training course at graduate level in the field of financial investigations for the LEA personnel (master
programme online/blended learning - 1yr, 2 semesters)
Training courses and seminars online, workshops onsite in the field of financial investigations
Short term training courses in the field of countering money laundering with virtual currencies, analysis of financial
information, case/project management, anticorruption etc,
Professional stages/affiliation abroad to relevant institutions/departments specialized in countering money laundering
Study visits in the countries relevant for the money laundering phenomenon in Romania
Assessment of corruption risks, evaluation meetings;
lnternational workshops and conferences in the field of financial investigations/countering money laundering
Procurement of equipment/services for the structures of Romanian Police for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of
conducting financial investigations

.

Development of a national risk assessment
recommendation from Council of Europe

of money laundering and combatting financing terror in line with the

Comoonent l3l: lmgrovinr the lT&C infrast ructure of Romanian police through modernization of AFIS system
This component is a crucial part of enhancing the capacity and effectiveness of the Romanian law enforcement authorities in the

field of police cooperation, in terms of supporting international networks for exchanging information (forensic data) for
investigative purposes and border control, Schengen cooperation and fighting international crime by performing complex analyses

and advanced inter-databases linkages, which will result in expedited investigations, increasing the number

of

users with

simultaneous operation of the system and a more efficient documentation of criminal cases.
Techn icol detoils of AFIS svstem:

automated system for comparison of dactyloscopic data, used for establishing the identity of persons during the judicial
procedures initiated by national law enforcement authorities for combatting cross-border organized crime, terrorism, illegal
migration and identification of the victims from disasters. lt is conducted primarily by the National Forensics lnstitute and
Territorial Forensic Services, part of the Romanian Police, and the main beneficiaries are the General lnspectorate of Border
Police, General lnspectorate of lmmigration, SIS Centre, lnternational Police Cooperation Centre, the Public Ministry, the Ministry
of Justice, etc, but also international systems (SlS AFIS, EURODAC, ECRI TCN, etc.).
AFIS is an

The technology was implemented since 1996 and expanded at national level in 2007. AFIS current architecture implemented in
2007 include:
84 servers and processors adaptive matching, 54 workstations AFIS for receiving, encoding and examining the fingerprints
(one station for each forensic service at county police level, 2 stations for Eucharest, the General Police Directorate, 2
stations at the Criminal Records Directorate, 1 station at the Police Academy "Alexandru loan Cuza" and Police School
"Vasile Lascer" Campina for specialized training of future police officers);
11 type Livescan equipment for electronic fingerprinting distributed to the Police County lnspectorates of Brasov,
Constanta, Cluj, Dolj, General lnspectorate of Bucharest, Iasi, Timis and National lnstitute of Forensic;
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1 station and connections with electronic fingerprinting stations for the endowment of the General lnspectorate of
Border Police and General lnspectorate of lmmigration.
ln 2017 at European level new technological solutions are required to optimize information flows for law enforcement activities,
such as:

.
.
.

ensuring automatic exchange of fingerprint data at European level in the Priim context, through a continuous data
stream (2417) in accordance with Framework Decision 2008/615 /.lHA and Framework Decision 2oO8/6f6 I )HA;
ensuring the operational status for the Schengen lnformation System SIS ll AFIS;
implementing the Regulation 603/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council, from June 26, 2013, according to
which law enforcement authorities have the possibility to use the fingerprint data by linking national systems signs
EURODAC Central System;

.
.

continuing the procedures by the European Commission for the creation of the European legal framework and defining
technical requirements for interoperability between national AFIS systems and future European system of information on
criminal records (ECRI TCN);
expanding international biometric cooperation initiatives in member countries of c EEA PCC (Police Cooperation
Convention for South - Eastern Europe).

ln this respect, to ensure the compliance with the commitments regarding the cooperation with national and external partners,
the Romanian Police, as the sole supplier of data in the field of forensic biometrics, must take the necessary measures in order to
provide the requested information. ln terms of mointoining ond imprcving the quolity monogement system, development of AFIS
will consider both th€ use of automated machines for processing fingerprints, ensuring thus hiSh quality of identification activities,
as well as performance improvement of the software for comparing fingerprints.

Meosuroble indicotots of the upotoded AFIS svstem:
. Developing a new workflow for SIS ll AFIS system for processing new file types (NIST type) Eoseline 0 - End of prcject 7
. Updating NIST standard ANSI / NIST-IIL 1-2000 to version ANSI / NIST-ITL 1-2007 and / or ANSI / NIST-ITL 2-2008 in the
implementation of new workflows (SlS AFIS, EURODAC, ECRITCN) EoJeline 0 - End of proiect 7
. lmplementing a new version of the automated examination algorithm, Boseline 0 - End of project 7
. lncreasing processing capacity result (transactions per d ayl with 25% Eoseline l20o/doy - End ofthe ptoject 1500/doy
. lncreasing the number of fingerprints stored and palm prints with 40% , Eoseline 500,0@ - End of project 700,000

Comfutting hdte imes ond violent extrcmism, particutarly agdinst Romo poputotion, ond
inoeosing the quality oI police seruice
Prorect Promoter: Generol lnspectorote ol Romonian Police

Project

Prorect

Partners:

Donor

Norwegion University Police College, Orgonizotion for Security ond Cooperotion in Europe,
Ministry of Foreign Affoirs, Police Acodemy "Alexondru loon Cuzo", Center for Psychosociology of the Ministry of lnternol Affoirs, Generol lnspectorote of Gendormerie, Romanion
Academy - lnstitute of Notionol Economy, West University of Timisoord

pJoiecl contribution

os expertise provider

from Norwegian University Police College

partner{s):

Total maximum
eligible proiect

€ 2,82i,529

rcle:.

700%
€ 2,82i,529

Project grant

Project granl
amount+:

Estimated

48 months

duration:
The project addresses the main problems related to the negative effect on social fabric of hate crimes and violent extremism,
particularly against Roma, insufficient cooperation between national law enforcement authorities and non-governmental
organisations and vulnerable groups, problems in the area of equal opportunities, discrimination, as well as the citizens' concerns
towards the quality of police service and their requests for more transparency and accountability.
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The project will engage a wide array of stakeholders in partnership - universities, research institutes, law enforcement agencies,
mass-media and NGO5 dedicated to improving situation of Roma. Moreover, with support from the Organization for Security and

in

Europe (expertise provider) and from foreign training centres Norwegian university Police Colle8e and
international best practices and expertise will be tested and transferred to Romania.
Cooperation

The main tar8et groups are citizens of Roma ethnicity, particularly the potential victims of crimes, Romanian law enforcement
officers, and other professionals involved in prevention and fight against hate crimes focused on Roma ethnics.
Romanian law enforcement officers and other professionals will be trained in prevention and investigation of hate crimes and
violent extremism in order to equip them with adequate means to respond to a growing threat of hate crimes/hate speech.
Citizens of Roma ethnicity will be en8aged in a programme of counselling for prevention of criminal victimization and access to
justice, protection of victims and fostering inter-institutional partnerships and synergies with the Justice area, while the
undocumented Roma will be offered assistance to obtain identity documents. The activities in Roma communities will be
performed by Romanian and international specialized NGOs in human rights/minority ri8hts that shall provide the studies and
expertise, the campaigns, training curricula, counselling, and other specific services. The specialized service providers will be
selected through tender processes organized by the PPs. Also, the project aims to promote the police profession within minority
groups, to support Roma police officers to involve as role models for local communities with significant Roma population, and to
set up one anti-hate crime unit and one anti-hate speech unit within GIRP.
The main project deliverables, resulting from the project measures, under each component, are as follows:

.

Report and procedure on setting up and functioning of the anti-hate crime unit and anti-hate speech unit in the
Romanian Police;

.
.
.

Curriculum and training materials for the programme on preventinB and countering hate crimes and violent
extremism;
Training certificates of law enforcement officers and other professionals on preventing and countering hate crimes
and violent extremism;
Report on the usage of new technologies for increasing transparency and accountability of police work (Body worn
Cameras);

.
.

Report on counselling Roma on anti-victim ization and access to justice;
Report on facilitating identity documents for undocumented Roma.

Pro,ect title:
Project Promoter:
Project Partner(s):
Donor proiect partner(s):

Total maximum

eli8ible

project cost:
Project grant rate:
Project grant amount*:
Estimated duration:

Disoster rcsilience dnd Prcpatedness

General lnspectorate for Emergency Situations (GIES)
TBD
DSB

5,000,000 €
100%

s,000,000 €
60 months

The varieties of missions have increased dramatically, from the classic fire extinguishing missions to complex mission in case of
major disasters such as earthquakes (Romania is located on a seismic fault), urban search and rescue missions, interventions in
situations of floods or other natural or man-made disasters, delivery of emergency first aid, etc.

ln this respect, the project aims to increase disaster risk resilience of the society by enhancing the training capabilities of the
operative personnel of GIES, through setting up training facilities, for search and rescue missions and for unexploded ordnances
(UXO) removal missions, as in the present the facilities are poorly developed and cannot ensure the minimum standards for an
efficient up-to-date training. Another important set of activities are related to carrying out specialized training sessions, in
cooperation with D5B in drafting the training curricula, training the trainers and sharing the necessary know-how for reaching the
objectives of the project. The implementation of the project shall strongly contribute to the capacity building of the national
authority responsible for the civil protection. The PDP shall be supported by open calls lsolt measuresl that will address
specialized trainings (planned venue: Romania and Norway), with a total budget of € 882,353 (including co-financing).
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Project title:
Project Promoter:
Project Partner(s):
Donor project panner(sl:

Total maximum

eligible

Disoster resilience ond Preporedness: NUCLEAR AND RADIATIONS
National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN)
Norwegion Rodiotion Protection Authority (NRPA) , TBD
N orwegi o n Ro d i oti on Protectio n Authority (N RPA)
3,500,000 €

project cost:
Project grant rate:
Project grant amount*:
Estimated duration:

100%

3,500,000 €
48 months

The objective of the project aims to improve Romania's existing capabilities to prevent the risk of accident or malicious acts in the

radiological and nuclear field. The National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control (CNCAN), the nuclear regulatory authority of
Romania, will be the main beneficiary. Other entities with relevant responsibilities shall also be involved.
The main objective will be achieved by aligning the national regulatory framework and the licensees' practices to the latest EU and
international standards, implementing actions to address the recommendations received from international peer review missions
in the areas of nuclear safety, security, detedion and response to events involving illicit use of nuclear and other radioactive

for nuclear installations and emergency preparedness and response,
implementation of lessons learned from the national emergency exercise "Valahia" 2016
material, cyber security

including through

the

The implementation mechanisms to achieve the objective include:

review and revision of existing regulations, regulatory guides and procedures, as well as development of new regulatory
documents, as necessary to ensure alignment to the latest international and EU standards and requirements;
benchmarking of the existing regulatory framework against the international and EU standards and requirements in order
to identify gaps and opportunities for improvement;
education and training of the staff having responsibilities related to nuclear safety, protection against ionizing radiation,
safeguards, nuclear security and to emergency preparedness and response; this will be achieved through training
courses, exercises and experience exchange between the staff of the Romanian and Norwegian authorities and the
international organizations in the nuclear field and the staff of authorities and organizations in other countries with
developed nuclear power programs;

of the national infrastructure for nuclear and radiological safety and security and for emergency
preparedness and response; modern tools and instruments for radiological conditions monitoring and survey, tools for
radioactive sources recovery will be procured and a building for the new CNCAN emergency information and training
centre will be constructed.
improvement

Deliverables include:
o new and revised regulations, regulatory guides and procedures;
. trained staff;

.

improvedphysicalinfrastructure.

The target group is represented by the staff of the national authorities with responsibilities in this area of the project (e.9. CNCAN,
MAl, lSU, IGSU, the Romanian Gendarmerie etc.), their stakeholders (e.8. SNN, lCN,C|TON,etc.) andthegeneral public.

The authorities will benefit from improved regulatory framework, trained staff and enhanced physical infrastructure. The
stakeholders will benefit from improved re8ulatory framework and joint raining with the staff of the authorities, contributing to
enhanced interface between nuclear safety and security and a shared culture..

The general public will benefit from enhanced and updated regulatory framework and oversight, enhanced capability for
detection and recovery of nuclear and other radioactive material out of regulatory control and improved emergency preparedness
and response capabilities.
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